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A WORD FROM OUR CEO
We have had another busy month hosting our second site visit. We hosted a number of South African investors and
analysts who visited various assets and had the opportunity to engage with our staff and other property experts. We
trust the tour was useful and informative and we thoroughly enjoyed hosting you.
We also released our interim results during last month with more detail set out in this update.
Kind regards
Hadley Dean
CEO

EPP INTERIM RESULTS EXCEED TARGETS

We recently released interim results which show that EPP is well on track to achieving its goals for the full 2017
financial year. During the period, we achieved a distribution of 5.192 eurocents a share, which was 3.2% ahead of
budget. We also concluded €262 million in acquisitions which boosted our portfolio to €1.7 billion.
Net profit for the period totalled € 39.6 million and distributable income of €36.6 million was earned, ahead of our €35.5
million target.
EPP is well on its way to becoming a pure retail property company. We are excited to offer Polish visitors and tourists
the best shopping experiences in eastern Europe.
CEO Hadley Dean attributes the solid results to positive Polish macroeconomic conditions which are helping fuel a
boom in retail sales. “Poland has one of the lowest unemployment rates in Europe, annual GDP growth of 4% and
stable inflation which have contributed to retail sales increasing 6% year-on-year in June,” he said. With increased
consumer spending power and an underserviced market there is room for growth in Polish retail. “This is evidenced in
our centres with demand for space from international retailers.”
“We continue to execute our investment strategy and both acquisitive and organic growth opportunities underpinned by
our active asset management, which leverages our platform with retail tenants to achieve economies of scale, ensure
we remain on track for solid growth,” says Dean.
EPP’s share price is up 10% year to date.

POLAND'S FLOURISHING ECONOMY

Various factors are driving consumer health and spending in Poland. In fact Polish consumers are bringing retailers
very strong growth relative to those consumers elsewhere in Europe.
Wages are growing steadily in Poland which is driving healthy acceleration in consumer spending. Consumer spending
has become the major driver of Polish economic growth.
Much of Poland’s strength is in its people, and indeed the Polish middle class is swelling. Per capita purchasing power
parity was $27,800 at the end of 2016. This ranks about 67 out of the 160 plus countries surveyed by the CIA World

Factbook. In fact 57.4% of gross domestic product growth is fueled by consumer spending. Services account for 58.9%
in terms of sectors with respect to gross domestic product growth.
In the second quarter the annual growth rate of real household disposable income remained solid. Households
continue to receive social transfers from the new child benefit scheme which is known as Family500 plus. This has led
to a sharp improvement of the consumer confidence. The European Commission Consumer Confidence Indicator for
Poland has also continued to grow, reaching a recent new high. As a result consumer loans rose at the their quickest
rate in seven years in the second quarter of 2017, with an annual growth rate of 11% in July 2017.
Recent data covering retail trade and favourable survey indicators suggest further support for underlying consumption
dynamics in the near term in Poland. The continuation of robust growth in private consumption, together with a
recovery in investment, is forecast to lead to solid economic growth in 2017 and 2018 which benefits retailers.
In fact real GDP in Poland is expected to grow 4.0% in 2017 and 3.5% in 2018 according to the National Bank of
Poland. The Moody’s rating agency has also recently upgraded its growth forecast for the country for 2017 from 3.2%
to 4.3%, and from 3.1% to 3.5% for 2018. Poland’s public debt sat at only 44.7% of GDP at the end of 2016 which
suggests financial stability in the country compared with other European and developing countries as well as the US.
In September FTSE Russell reclassified Poland as ‘developed market’ from emerging market, making it the first
Central and Eastern European economy to be upgraded to Developed Market status and joining the 25 most
developed economies including Germany, France, Japan, Australia and the USA.

FOOD IS THE NEW FASHION...

More and more space is being dedicated to food and beverages in global retail. This is even as technological trends
change how we shop and where we shop, including online.
Research by Jones Laing Lasalle states:
“Demographic trends, technological innovations and growing customer expectations are the key factors behind shifts in
consumer spending patterns and the resulting changes to retail space allocation. People are no longer happy with
merely material items: customers expect memorable experiences, which they can share. For an increasing number of
clients, dining experiences and time are becoming commodities of greater values than things.”
Eating out has become highly popular with the millennial generation as these people have tended to be in their late
twenties to mid thirties. The perception of gastronomy has undergone profound changes in recent years. In fact the
range of food available is no longer an addition to a pure shopping experience, but now also is part of the reason why
customers continue to visit shopping centres.
The growth and popularity of street food, upmarket fast casual and more diverse casual dining have begun a
casualisation of food and service. In Poland, food services need to focus more on serving customers who are looking
for weekday lunches and convenience dining. There needs to be more cafés that offer convenient workspaces for
freelance clientele. For shopping centres located in or near to a transportation hub with high levels of pedestrian traffic,
speed and impulse offers will benefit the most from that. Footfall quality and the presence of a leisure offer within a
shopping centre and in the immediate vicinity drive demand for different foodservice categories,” JLL said.

ENHANCING OUR PORTFOLIO
EPP continues to enhance its attractive shopping centres which are performing well across the country. Maximising
value out of assets is a skill which our management team has developed over various years. This constant redevelopment and quality re-development sets us apart from our peers.
Recently, we finished the third phase of Outlet Park Szczecin (OPS) which successfully opened in mid September.
Following the extension, the mall has 120 stores, 1200 parking lots and 3000 m² of additional retail space. We have
also fully leased the third phase with brands including Guess, Solar, Bagatelle, Pierre Cardin and Home & Cook.
OPS continually maintains its highest ranking as the most frequently visited outlet and in fact, last year more than 3.5
million customers visited the mall, while during the first six months of this year, more than 1.67 million people visited. It
is the largest and only outlet in the Szczecin region, with 30,200 m² of total space, 24,000 m² GLA, 90 stores, and
1,000 free parking spaces.

RESERVED - Polish Brand Player

Polish retail continues to drive the country and is expected to continue growing for a number of years. Polish
consumers are offered a choice of Polish and European brands, with a number of international brands yet to enter the
market. However a stand-out brand has been Reserved, A Polish clothing brand which is very popular among Poles
and is actually growing into other European countries. Reserved’s fast-fashion products compete with other clothing
brands for the middle and upper middle class. Its best-selling items are remade in its factories within three weeks.
Reserved has been touted as a cross between H&M and Primark. It has more than 450 stores across 20 countries.
The company is performing well in Europe and now has its eyes set on British customers. The British spend £36 billion
on clothing every year.
The brand recently introduced a model and celebrity, Kate Moss, as the face of its Autumn and Winter range, which is
expected to help Reserved appeal to Brits. Reserved is hoping to replicate the loyalty it has developed among Polish
customers, in the UK. Strong social media activity looks set to make Reserved more popular and to appeal to
Instagram and other popular media users. Reserved has stores in most of the EPP retail projects.

OFFICE DISPOSAL - On track to be pure retail player
At the beginning of the month we signed an agreement to dispose of an office portfolio for €160 million which was a
further move in our plans to become a pure retail property fund within the next three years. The assets being disposed
include Tryton Business House in Gdańsk, A4 Business Park in Katowice and West Gate in Wrocław. The buyer is
Griffin Premium RE.. N.V. and the transaction remains subject to certain conditions. The proceeds from the disposal

will be used to fund further retail acquisitions.
CEO Hadley Dean explains “Our goal is to consolidate the fragmented Polish retail market by building EPP into a
Polish national champion and this sale provides us with additional capital to invest in expanding our retail portfolio and
negates the need of a public capital raise.”
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